Q1: Determine which of the following statements are TRUE and which are FALSE.

1. Joint Application Design and prototyping can help keep the analysis effort at a minimum yet still effective. ()  
   Answer: TRUE

2. Neutrality is a guideline for effective interviewing. () Answer: TRUE

3. A primitive level data flow diagram is the first deliverable produced during requirements structuring. () Answer: FALSE

4. A data flow can go directly back to the same process it leaves. () Answer: FALSE

Q2: Please select the correct answer among the provided list:

5. Questions in interviews that have no pre-specified answers are:
   A- nonspecific questions
   B- closed-ended questions
   C- open-ended questions
   D- investigative questions
   Answer: C

6. Interviewing several key people at once refers to:
   A- stakeholder interviewing
   B- group interviewing
   C- user interviewing
   D- strategic interviewing
   Answer: B

7. Which of the following is not one of the four types of data flow diagrams?
   A- current physical
   B- current logical
   C- updated physical
   D- new physical
   Answer: C

8. Data in motion, moving from one place in a system to another, defines:
   A- data store
   B- process
   C- source
   D- data flow
   Answer: D